Square: A Mystery Suspense Novel (Episode Two) (Square series Book
2)

The second novella in a brand new revenge
quadriology. They beat him. They broke
him. They stabbed him. They murdered
him. If they did that to your loved one,
would you forgive them? Or would you get
Square? Tony Green was recently released
having served a four-year prison sentence
for murder. With the support of a loving
fiancee he attempts to prevent the next
generation from following in his own
footsteps. But old habits die hard, and the
allure of the underworld is hard to resist.
Although Tony may be paying back his
debt to society, he is about to discover
other debts are not so easily repaid. From
the writer who brought you the Blood
Memory series and Z-Minus comes this
tale of revenge, retribution and regret. If
you were denied justice would you
dispense your own?
SQUARE. Let
redemption begin. Interview with the
Author Q So, what makes the Square
series so special? A At the time I wrote
Square, every week there seemed to be a
story in the news about some young
hooligan having murdered an innocent
bystander, or someone who stood up to
bullies but got punished for it. Often the
deaths were by accident, or a sudden
release of anger in a fit of rage. The
murderers were invariably sent to prison
for unbelievably short terms. Seeing that
made me angry, so I began to write a story.
But as I kept writing, and the characters
kept speaking to me, I realised the
murderers themselves were also victims - if
not of a crime, then of society. At its heart,
Square is about change and redemption,
and explores the question that if we are
denied justice, is it right that we seek out
our own?
The story became a
psychological suspense/thriller with a sense
of mystery and a series of twists that keep
the reader guessing. Q - What made you
decide to give the first book away free? A
I wanted to gift a free book to everyone
who enjoys the horror genre. Im a new
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writer and its great knowing that someone
out there is reading and enjoying my novel.
Theres no greater feeling than that. By the
way, theres also a special free gift at the
end of the free book for mystery fans :) Q Can readers get the whole series in one go?
A Of course. Ive bundled all the episodes
up into one complete season at a hugely
discounted
rate
here:
http://www.amazon.com/Square-Mystery-S
uspense-Complete-Season-ebook/dp/B00N
A8Q0PI I have also written many other
books. Readers can check them out at my
author profile on Amazon. Thanks for
reading! Square Series eBook Categories:
- Vigilante Justice - Kidnapping - Horror Thrillers - Suspense
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ReadPart of Charlotte and Thomas Pitt. Part of Charlotte Category: Suspense & Thriller About Belgrave Square See
all books by Anne Perry Anne Perry is the bestselling author of two acclaimed series set in Victorian England: the
William Monk novels, including . Perry [is the] reigning monarch of the Victorian mystery.Page 1 of 4. [ad] Square: A
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